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ABSTRACT

We present the G-virial method which aims to quantify (1) the importance of gravity in molecular clouds in the position-position-
velocity (PPV) space; and (2) properties of the gas condensations in molecular clouds. Different from previous approaches that
calculate the virial parameter for different regions, our new method takes gravitational interactions between all the voxels in 3D PPV
data cubes into account, and generates maps of the importance of gravity. This map can be combined with the original data cube to
derive relations such as the mass-radius relation. Our method is important for several reasons. First, it offers the ability to quantify the
centrally condensed structures in the 3D PPV data cubes, and enables us to compare them in an uniform framework. Second, it allows
us to understand the importance of gravity at different locations in the data cube, and provides a global picture of gravity in clouds.
Third, it offers a robust approach to decomposing the data into different regions which are gravitationally coherent. To demonstrate
the application of our method we identified regions from the Perseus and Ophiuchus molecular clouds, and analyzed their properties.
We found an increase in the importance of gravity towards the centers of the individual molecular condensations. We also quantified
the properties of the regions in terms of mass-radius and mass-velocity relations. Through evaluating the virial parameters based on
the G-virial, we found that all our regions are almost gravitationally bound. Cluster-forming regions appear are more centrally
condensed.
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1. Introduction

Star formation takes place in the dense and shielded parts of
the interstellar medium. Observations show that the interstellar
medium exhibits complicated, irregular, and filamentary struc-
tures (Schneider & Elmegreen 1979; Williams et al. 2000;
Goldsmith et al. 2008; Men’shchikov et al. 2010). Theoretically,
such structures are created by various physical processes such as
turbulence, gravity, magnetic field, and radiation.

To understand star formation it is necessary to understand
how various physical processes affect it. Gravity is a long-
range interaction, and plays important roles in most astrophys-
ical processes at a multiple of physical scales. This is partic-
ularly true for turbulent molecular clouds (e.g., Heyer et al.
2009; Kauffmann et al. 2013). However, characterizing the
role of gravity on a cloud at various physical scales is not
straightforward.

In observations, the structure of molecular gas can be traced
by spectral lines in the 3D position-position-velocity (PPV)
space where molecular gas exhibits complicated structures.
However, given the rich information obtained observation-
ally, few constraints on the role of gravity in the clouds
have been obtained so far. One major difficulty is to prop-
erly quantify the irregular structure of the gas. The virial

� Appendices and movie are available in electronic form at
http://www.aanda.org
�� Available at http://gxli.github.io/G-virial/

parameter αvir = 5σ2R/GM1 is commonly used to quantify the
importance of gravity, and to calculate it we must define a re-
gion in which σ and M can be evaluated2. As a result, the virial
parameter is only suitable for the cases where the structures
are well defined. The morphology of the molecular interstellar
medium is generally so complicated that in many cases it is diffi-
cult to separate individual objects from a continuous distribution
of material. This has been further complicated by the fact that
we observe the structures of the sky plane, and the structures
identified from the observations are biased by various projection
effects (Pichardo et al. 2000; Dib et al. 2006; Shetty et al. 2010;
Beaumont et al. 2013).

Another difficulty with the virial parameter is that it is lo-
calized. To define the virial parameter we need to define the re-
gion, and by evaluating the virial parameter of that region, we
automatically neglect the gravitational interaction between the
region and its surroundings. As a result, the virial parameter can
be used to quantify the importance of gravity for the individual
structures, but it cannot be used to understand the importance of
gravity for a cloud as a whole. Gravity is a long-range interac-
tion, and to understand its importance, we need to understand

1 Here σ is the velocity dispersion and M is the mass (Bertoldi &
McKee 1992). The surface terms and the magnetic terms are neglected.
See Ballesteros-Paredes (2006) for a thorough discussion.
2 Such regions have been defined with the clumpfind (Williams et al.
1994) and the dendrogram (Rosolowsky et al. 2008) programs in the
past.
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how it works not it one region on one particular physical scale,
but on a multiple of physical scales.

One case where such an understanding is required is the
cluster-forming region. In observations, such regions are found
to be centrally condensed in both the position-position space and
the PPV space, and physically we expect that gravity is impor-
tant at the centers of the cluster-forming regions and should be-
come less important if we move from the centers to the out-
skirts. This stratification, which is of crucial importance for
understanding stellar clustering, awaits to be quantified.

In this paper we introduce a new method called G-virial
to quantify the importance of gravity in a variety of situations
where mass is traced in the 3D PPV space. Instead of divid-
ing the molecular cloud into regions based on iso-intensity con-
tours in the 3D data cube (e.g., Williams et al. 1994), the method
takes the gravitational interactions between all the voxels in the
3D PPV data cube into account, and generates maps of the im-
portance of gravity in 3D. As a result, it provides constraints
on the global importance of gravity. This is complementary to
methods that calculate the self-gravity such as the virial param-
eter. Such a map of the importance of gravity also enables us to
identify gravitationally coherent regions in molecular clouds and
to quantify the structures of the regions.

In this paper, we introduce the G-virial method
(Sects. 2–5), and explore its usage in quantifying the importance
of gravity and the structures of the molecular condensations seen
in simulations (Sect. 5) and observations (Sect. 6). We conclude
in Sect. 7.

2. Problem formulation

Observationally, molecular gas can be mapped by rotational
transitions of molecules such as CO. Through proper modeling
of the emission, it is possible to construct the distribution of the
molecular gas in the form of a 3D PPV data cube which covers
a continuous (x, y, v) space

m(x, y, v) = ρ̃(x, y, v) dx dy dv, (1)

where m represents the mass, x and y represent the spatial di-
mensions, and v represents the velocity dimension. Here ρ̃ has
a dimension of M L−3T , and represents the amount of mass per
unit area per unit velocity. The distribution of ρ̃ in the v dimen-
sion represents the distribution of gas at different velocities along
the same line of sight.

We start with a mass distribution in a 3D PPV data cube
(Fig. 1). We aim to understand how a particle at voxel i is bound
by mass from all the voxels j (not excluding i). To achieve this,
we split our task into two subtasks. First, we need to estimate
the gravitational boundedness of voxel i by another voxel j in the
3D PPV data cube. Second, we need to estimate the gravitational
boundedness of a voxel i based on the information we have about
all the other voxels j.

2.1. Boundedness of a voxel pair in a 3D data cube

We start by defining the gravitational boundedness between a
pair of voxels (i, j). We are interested in the extent to which a
particle i is bound to another voxel j. For our purpose, i can
be treated as a massless test particle, and the boundedness of
particle i is determined by the mass of the voxel j.

The available measurable quantities in 3D PPV data cube in-
clude the mass m j, the spatial separation δri j and the velocity
separation δvi j. We expect the boundedness to increase with m j

(x,y)
v

Fig. 1. Setup of the problem. We consider a mass distribution in a
3D PPV data cube. This is represented as the black grid. x–y represents
the spatial dimensions and v represents the velocity dimension. The
mass distribution is represented in blue. For each voxel i, its G-virial
can be determined by taking its interactions with all the voxels j (not
excluding i) into account. See Sect. 2 for details.

and decrease with δri j since gravitational attraction increases
with the mass and decreases with the distance.

The remaining question is how to make use of the informa-
tion contained in the velocity direction. We expect that vox-
els with large velocity differences are not likely to be bound
to each other, for two reasons. First, a larger velocity separa-
tion implies higher kinetic energy, which consequently decreases
the likelihood of it being gravitationally bound. Second, it has
been found that the molecular gas follows the Larson’s relation
(Larson 1981)3 where the spatial length and velocity dispersion
are related by

δv ∼ δr1/2. (2)

As a result, a larger velocity separation implies a larger spatial
separation, which implies a lower gravitationally boundedness.

Here, we define the gravitational boundedness contributed
from voxel j to voxel i as

I j→i =
G m j

δri jδv
2
i j

· (3)

The boundedness I j→i increases with mass and decreases with
spatial and velocity separation.

Apparent similarities exist between Eq. (3) and the virial pa-
rameter. The virial parameter is defined as (Bertoldi & McKee
1992)4

αvir =
G m

5 σ2
v r
, (4)

3 In Larson (1981) the index is 0.38. In Roman-Duval et al. (2011) the
index is found to be 0.51.
4 Here our virial parameter is Ep/2 Ek, and in Bertoldi & McKee
(1992) the virial parameter is 2 Ek/Ep.
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where m, r, and σv are the mass, radius, and velocity dispersion
of the clumps. The virial parameter is a measurement of the grav-
itational boundedness of an object. The quantity I j→i defined by
Eq. (3) has a dimension of G Mass/Radius Velocity2, which
is the same as that of the virial parameter. Therefore, Eq. (3) can
be viewed as a generalization of the virial parameter to a voxel
pair, and a larger I j→i is related to a larger chance for voxel i to
be bounded by voxel j.

2.2. The G-virial

We define the G-virial of a voxel i as the sum of the grav-
itational boundedness contributed from all the voxels j (not
excluding i). To be more precise,

αi
G-virial ≡

∑
j

I j→i

= G ×
∑

j

m j

(
(xi − x j)2 + (yi − y j)2

)− 1
2

(vi − v j)2

= G ×
∑

j

m j(
(xi − x j)2 + (yi − y j)2

) 1
2 (vi − v j)2

, (5)

where I j→i comes from Eq. (3), and in the second step we take
into account that the G-virial is measured in the 3D PPV
space. The physical meaning of Eq. (5) can be understood as fol-
lows. For one voxel i, its G-virial is determined by summing
up its boundedness with all the other voxels j.

In Eq. (5), if j is close to i in both the spatial and the velocity
direction, it contributes more to the G-virial. The contribution
is proportional to the mass m j, and inversely proportional to δri j

and δv2i j.
For a continuous distribution of material, Eq. (5) can be writ-

ten as

αG-virial(x, y, v) =∫
G ρ̃(x′, y′, v′)(

(x − x′)2 + (y − y′)2
)1/2

1
(v − v′)2

dx′dy′dv′, (6)

where the integration is carried out over the whole data cube.
Here ρ̃ has a dimension of M L−2 V−1 where M is mass, L is
size, and V is velocity.

If the separation between i and j becomes small, the denom-
inator of Eq. (6) approaches zero and the integrand can become
large. If the density distribution is smooth, the term

ρ̃(x, y, v)
((xi − x j)2 + (yi − y j)2)1/2

,

is still finite and does not induce a singularity. However, the term

1
(v − v′)2

is singular. In our calculations, we change it to

1

(v − v′)2 + c2
0

, (7)

which means we suppress the contribution to the G-virial
when the velocity separation is smaller than c0, and in our case,
c0 is comparable to the sound speed. We introduce this cutoff in
order to make the integrand convergent. Nevertheless, there is

a physical reason behind this. In a molecular cloud, the veloc-
ity dispersion that we observe comes from two parts: one from
the thermal motion, and the other from the large-scale stream-
ing motion of the gas. The first part is almost scale-independent,
and the second part increases with the physical size. We are
mainly interested in the balance between gravity and the large-
scale streaming motion, and as a result, it is reasonable to discard
the contributions where δv � c0. In our calculations, c0 is cho-
sen to be 1 km s−1, which is comparable to the sound speed.
The effect of changing c0 influences the absolute values of the
G-virial; however, the relative values of the G-virial stay
unchanged (Appendix B). Therefore, the G-virial is a relative
measure of the gravitational boundedness. In the case where the
G-virialmap of several observations needs to be compared, a
single value of c0 needs to be chosen in advance.

The reasons for the name G-virial in Eq. (5) include
the following: first, we named it G-virial to emphasize its
connection with the commonly used virial parameter; second,
we added the letter G to emphasize that our virial parameter
is a generalized version of the virial parameter and that it is
global. Different from the case of Bertoldi & McKee (1992)
and Goodman et al. (2009) where the virial parameter is used
to quantify self-gravity, our G-virial takes all the gravitational
interactions between gas in the data cube into account. More
clarifications concerning the concept of the G-virial can be
found in Appendix A.

3. Separating components with different velocities

One difficulty that we need to deal with is the line-of-sight con-
fusion. When calculating the G-virial, different components
along the same line of sight are distinguished through their ve-
locities. If two components happen to have the same velocity,
the G-virialwill be over-estimated, since physically unassoci-
ated components will be treated as one single component in the
calculations.

We argue that in many cases, the separation in the veloc-
ity axis provides information so that we can separate different
components based on the velocity difference or at least alleviate
the problem. We consider two cases; the first is the line-of-sight
confusion in a given molecular cloud, and the second is the line-
of-sight confusion in our Milky Way disk.

In a molecular cloud, the line-of-sight confusion problem
can be alleviated if the molecular gas follows the Larson’s rela-
tion (Larson 1981; Roman-Duval et al. 2011) because the bound-
edness is proportional to I ∼ δ−1

r δ
−2
v (Eq. (3)) where δr and δv are

the separations in position and velocity direction, respectively.
We consider two points along the same line of sight separated
by δz. According to the Larson’s relation, the velocity dispersion
(which is a width of the statistical distribution velocity separa-
tion between the two points) is δv ∼ δ1/2

z . Therefore, the bound-
edness related to δz by I ∼ δ−2

v ∼ δ−1
z . In other words, the con-

tribution is not likely to be large since the velocity is likely to be
different in an averaged sense.

In the case of the Milky Way disk, different spiral arms usu-
ally have different velocities, they will be separated easily in our
calculations. We note that in Eq. (3) the interaction is propor-
tional to δr−1 and δv−2. Therefore, a small separation in velocity
will lead to a much bigger decrease in interaction and finally
make the contribution to the total G-virial negligible. Since
the method uses velocity difference to deal with line-of-sight
confusion, it is more accurate for the cases where the velocity in-
creases with distance (e.g., including systematic expansion and
contraction where velocity increases with distance).
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4. Numerical procedure

In the case of a 3D PPV data cube, for a voxel (x, y, v), the
G-virial is defined as (see Eqs. (6) and (7))

αG-virial(x, y, v) =∫
G ρ̃(x′, y′, v′)

((x − x′)2 + (y − y′)2)1/2

1

(v − v′)2 + c2
0

dx′dy′dv′ , (8)

where the integration is carried out over the whole data cube.
With an observationally constructed distribution of mass in the
3D PPV data cube, we can easily construct the G-virial using
Eq. (8).

Equation (8) takes the form of a convolution, and can be con-
veniently calculated in Fourier space. In real space, the kernel is

Kx =
1

(x2 + y2)1/2 (v2 + c2
0)
, (9)

and in Fourier space it can be shown that5

Kk =
2 π

(k2
x + k2

y)1/2

πe−c0|kv|

c0
· (10)

Equation (10) enables us to calculate the G-virial map ef-
ficiently. In our calculations, we first make a 3D fast Fourier
transform (FFT) to the observationally constructed mass distri-
bution ρ̃(x, y, v) and obtain ρ̃k(kx, ky, kv). Then we calculate the
G-virial in the Fourier space

αk(kx, ky, kv) = ρ̃k(kx, ky, kv)
1

(k2
x + k2

y)1/2

πe−c0|kv |

c0
· (11)

In the last step the G-virial map is obtained by a inverse FFT
of αk.

We found that the absolute values of the G-virial are de-
pendent on c0 (see Appendix B); however, the relative values of
the G-virial are insensitive to c0. As a result, the G-virial is
a relative measurement of gravitational boundedness rather than
an absolute one. In order for the G-virialmaps from different
regions to be comparable, a unique value of c0 has to be cho-
sen; c0 also needs to be larger than the velocity resolution of the
observations.

5. Quantifying the structure of molecular gas
with G-virial

We present applications of the G-virial to quantify gravity
and the structure of molecular gas. To begin with, we apply the
method to the models where both the 3D density and 3D velocity
structure are available. We focus on two aspects: first, we present
the use of G-virial in quantifying the importance of gravity in
the 3D PPV data cube; second, we quantify the structures of
molecular condensations bases on the G-virial.

5.1. Defining G-virial in the PPP space

To properly evaluate the accuracy of the G-virial method, we
first define the G-virialmodel in the PPP space where all the po-
sition and velocity information are available, and then compare
it with the observationally reconstructed values of the G-virial

5 Here we follow the non-unitary convention.

in the PPV space. Following Eqs. (3) and (5), we define the
model G-virial as

αmodel
G-virial, i =

∑
j

I j→i =
∑

j

Gm j

δri jδv
2
i j

, (12)

where

δri j =
(
(xi − x j)2 + (yi − y j)2 + (zi − z j)2 + δ2

x

)1/2
, (13)

and

δv2i j = (vix − v j
x)2 + (viy − v j

y)2 + (viz − v j
z)

2 + c2
model. (14)

Here the voxel pair (i, j) has positions ((xi, yi, zi), (x j, y j, z j)) and
velocities ((vix, v

i
y, v

i
z), (v

j
x, v

j
y, v

j
z)). The parameter δx is the spatial

resolution of the simulation. Writing Eq. (12) in its integral form,
we have

αmodel
G-virial, i =

∫
G ρ(x′, y′, z′)(

(x − x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + (z − z′)2 + δ2
x

)1/2

× 1(
vx(p) − vx(p′))2 +

(
vy(p) − vy(p′)

)2

+
(
vz(p) − vz(p′))2 + c2

model

)
×dx′ dy′ dz′, (15)

where p stand for (x, y, z) and p′ stand for (x′, y′, z′). Here we
choose cmodel = 3× c0 since the denominator of Eq. (15) is com-
posed of a sum of the velocity difference from the three dimen-
sions. Since the G-virial is a relative measure of the gravita-
tional boundedness (Appendix B), our results are not affected
by this.

5.2. Quantifying the importance of gravity

We study how the importance of gravity traced in the G-virial
inferred from the simulated observations is related to the
G-virial theoretically defined in the models.

We consider two models. The first (hydrodynamic simula-
tion model) was taken from a numerical simulation of turbulent
gas. The simulation used here was carried out under periodical
boundary conditions, and turbulence is injected through com-
pressive forcing mode (Federrath et al. 2008), and no self-gravity
is included. The details of the simulations are described in
Federrath et al. (2010), Roman-Duval et al. (2011)6. Since self-
gravity is not included in the simulation, the line-of-sight confu-
sion effect is probably over-estimated because, as was found in
Beaumont et al. (2013), in the simulations without gravity struc-
tures will overlap more in the PPV space. In this work, we make
use of the density and velocity cubes from the simulations.

We make a cutout of a size of 4.8 pc × 4.8 pc × 4.8 pc from
the snapshot at t = 5 T where T is the crossing timescale of the
simulation. The computation of Eq. (15) is computationally ex-
pensive (o(N2)). To save computational time, we choose a por-
tion of the simulation with a relatively large gas condensation
and relatively complicated internal structures (Fig. 2).

The second model (the analytical model) is con-
structed to resemble a typical molecular condensation
(e.g., McKee & Tan 2003). It is defined within rin < r < rout

6 The simulations are available at http://starformat.obspm.fr/
starformat/documentation.jsp
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Fig. 2. a) Map of the peak brightness temperature of the simu-
lated 13CO(1–0) emission along the velocity axis. b) Position-velocity
map of peak brightness temperatures of 13CO(1–0) along the Y-axis.
c) Position-velocity map of peak brightness temperatures of 13CO(1–
0)) along the X-axis.

where r is the radius, rin = 1 pc, and rout = 10 pc. The density
structure is

ρ(r) =

(
r
r0

)γρ
× ρ0, (16)

where r0 = 1 pc; ρ0 = 103 × mH2 , where mH2 is the mass of the
H2 molecule; and γρ are chosen to vary from −1.8 to −2.2. The
velocity structure is parametrized as

v(r) =

(
r
r0

)γv
× v0, (17)

where r0 = 1 pc, γv is chosen to vary from 0.35 to 0.6, and
v0 = 1 km s−1. It can be viewed as an expanding sphere. At a
given radius, the magnitude of velocity is distributed uniformly
between 0.9 v(r) and 1.1 v(r), and the direction of the velocity
is distributed uniformly in 3D. The model is sampled through a
total of 3 × 105 particles, and then turned into a 3D PPV data
cube.

We chose the two models because they represent two typical
situations. In the first case (the hydrodynamic simulation model),
the model exhibits a high degree of physical complexity. In the
second case (the analytical model), the density distribution is
centrally condensed, and the model has well-defined mass-radius
and velocity-radius structures. We will study the behavior of the
G-virial in both cases.

The models are turned into a 3D PPV data cube using a sim-
ple radiative transfer model (Sect. 3.3 of Roman-Duval et al.
2011). It is assumed that the 13CO(1–0) emission is optically thin
and n(13CO)/n(H2) = 1.7× 10−6 (Langer & Penzias 1990; Blake
et al. 1987). The excitation temperature is assumed to be 10 K. In
reality, the 13CO(1–0) emission can be optically thick and both
the abundance and excitation conditions can vary, and these can
lead to inaccuracies. However, in testing our method, we are in-
terested in the cases where mass can be reliably traced in the
PPV data cube, and observationally this can be achieved by mod-
eling several transitions of CO or using more reliable tracers.

(a) Hydrodynamic simulation.

(b) Analytic model.

Fig. 3. Comparison between the G-virialmodel calculated from the
model and the G-virialreconstructed, which is reconstructed from the sim-
ulated observations in the PPV space. Panel a) shows the result for the
hydrodynamic simulation; and panel b) shows the result for the analyti-
cal model with γρ = −2.2 and γv = 0.5. The colors stand for the amount
of mass in a given interval.

In our calculation of the model G-virial (αmodel
G−virial), we

choose cmodel = 1 km s−1, and in our calculation of the G-virial
reconstructed from the simulated map (αreconstructed

G−virial ), we choose
c0 = 0.3 km s−1. We make this choice because in Eq. (15) all
three velocity components are considered, and in Eq. (6) only
one velocity component is considered. Since G-virial is a rel-
ative measure of the gravitational boundedness (Appendix B),
the conclusions are not dependent on this.

In Fig. 3 we compare the G-virialmodel calculated from
the model with the G-virialreconstructed reconstructed from the
simulated observations in the PPV space. The first thing to be
noticed is that the absolute values of the G-virial differ be-
cause the G-virial is only a relative measure of the gravita-
tional boundedness, rather than an absolute one.

In general, a larger G-virialmodel is related to a larger
G-virialreconstructed. The reconstructed G-virial exhibits a
higher uncertainty in the hydrodynamic simulation model since
its flow has complicated structures.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between between G-virialmodel and G-virialreconstructed in the PPV space for the hydrodynamical model described in
Sect. 5.2. In the model, turbulence is injected through compressible forcing, and no self-gravity is included (Federrath et al. 2008). The
G-virialmodel in the PPV space is defined as the mass-weighted average of the G-virialmodel in the PPP space, which is defined in 12. Here,
the grayscale image is the simulated 13CO(1–0) emission from the model. The red contours stand for the G-virialmodel, and the contour levels
are (6, 5, 10). The blue contours stand for the G-virialreconstructed, and the contour levels are (3, 6). It worth noting that the G-virialmodel and the
G-virialreconstructed agrees better at regions where mass is traced. This can be seen in the v = −0.2 km s−1 channel. They agree better at the regions
where mass is traced (e.g., the red arrow), but does not agree well at the region without mass (e.g., the blue arrow).

To look further into the relation between G-virialmodel and
G-virialreconstructed, we convert the G-virialmodel from the
PPP space into the PPV space, and study the connection between
the two (Fig. 4). At a given velocity interval, the G-virialmodel
in the PPV space is defined as the mass-weighted average of the
G-virialmodel in the PPP space, and the average is carried over
the entire line of sight. There are some significant differences
between the iso- G-virialmodel contours (isosurfaces where the
G-virial takes constant values) and iso- G-virialreconstructed
contours: the iso- G-virialmodel exhibit more structures and
iso- G-virialreconstructed is smoother because the G-virialmodel
is unaffected by the line-of-sight confusion. Thus, the G-virial
map constructed in the PPV space is better suited to study-
ing the effect of gravity at large scale, but is not suitable for
the study of the importance of gravity at small scale (e.g., in-
dividual cores). Although the iso- G-virialmodel and the iso-
G-virialreconstructed does not agree completely, they agree bet-
ter at positions where emission is enhanced and mass is traced,
and tends to differ more where there is little emission. Since we

are interested in the gravitational boundedness of the gas, this
disagreement at regions where little mass is present is not as im-
portant as it might appear.

Since the hydrodynamic simulation model exhibit compli-
cated structures, the line-of-sight confusion has a larger impact
on the results than the case of the analytical model. However, in
the gravity-free hydrodynamic simulation model the confusion
probably has been over-estimated. According to Beaumont et al.
(2013), structures tend to overlap more without self-gravity.

5.3. Quantifying the internal structures

For a given region, its G-virialmap is centrally concentrated,
and if we divide the region based on different isosurfaces of
G-virial values, we get a set of regions that nest inside one
another. We propose to quantify the structures of the gas con-
densations in the PPV space with the mass-radius relation and
velocity dispersion-radius relation derived with the help of the
isosurfaces of the G-virial.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the structure of the model and the structure reconstructed through the G-virial for different sets of model parameters.
The upper panels show the results where the analytical model is constructed with different γρ, and the lower panels show the results where the
analytical model is constructed with different γv. The left panels are the mass-radius relations and the right panels are the velocity dispersion-radius
relations. Here the radius is scaled up by a factor of 1.4 and the velocity dispersion is scaled up by a factor of 1.45 for an easy comparison.

Inside a closed region where the G-virial of the voxels is
larger than a given threshold, we can evaluate parameters such as
mass, radius, and velocity dispersion. Using a map of mass dis-
tribution m(x, y, v) and a map of the G-virial αG-virial(x, y, v),
the corresponding parameters are evaluated by taking all the
voxels inside a given contour of the αG-virial(x, y, v) map into
account. The mass of a region is defined as

m =
∫

R
ρ̃(x, y, v) dxdydv, (18)

where R denotes a coherent region that satisfies
αG-virial(x, y, v) > αmin and the central velocity of a region is
defined as

v0 =

∫
R
ρ(x, y, v) v dxdydv∫

R
ρ(x, y, v) dxdydv

· (19)

The velocity dispersion is defined as

σv =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∫

R
ρ(x, y, v) (v − v0)2 dxdydv∫

R
ρ(x, y, v) dxdydv

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
1/2

· (20)

The radius of the region is defined by diagonalizing the tensor
of second moments of the position coordinates weighted by the

intensity (Goodman et al. 2009), and is defined as

R = 1.91 × (σminσmax)1/2, (21)

where σmin and σmax are the dispersions along the major and
minor axes.

This set of definitions enables us to quantify the structure
of molecular condensations observed in the PPV space in terms
of mass-radius and velocity dispersion-radius relations. If the
molecular gas has a relatively diffuse morphology, we expect
to see a steeper dependence of the enclosed mass M with the
radius r; if the molecular gas is centrally condensed, we expect
to see a shallower M-r dependence. Similar arguments can be
applied to the dependence of velocity dispersion on radius σv-r.

If the molecular gas is centrally condensed, the M-r and
σv-r relations of the gas condensations are well defined in the
PPP (position-position-position) space. It is expected that we can
reconstruct these relations observationally with the help of the
G-virial. If a molecular gas condensation has a diffuse and ir-
regular morphology, these G-virial-derived relations can still
represent the morphology of the gas condensations. The differ-
ence between different regions can be represented in the M-r
and σv-r planes.

To demonstrate the diagnostic power of the M-r and
σv-r relations, we generated a set of models with different
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density and velocity structures, and compare them with the
M-r and σv-r relations reconstructed with the G-virial
(Fig. 5). The differences in structure among different regions
can be accurately reconstructed with the help of the G-virial.
Furthermore, the slope of the M-r and σv-r relations are accu-
rately reconstructed with the G-virial7.

We also plot the dependence of G-virial as a function of
radius for various models (Fig. 6). For all the models, we found
an increase of G-virial towards the centers of the regions.
Larger G-virial are found for the models with more condensed
structure and lower velocity dispersion.

5.4. Short summary

In this section we demonstrated the usage of G-virial to quan-
tify the structure of molecular gas condensations. We summarize
our findings and remind the reader of the caveats.

We found that the G-virial can be used to quantify the
importance of gravity and to quantify the structures of the gas
condensations.

1. The G-virial measured from the PPV data cube is
positively related to the G-virial found in the model
(PPP space), and a larger G-virial is related to a larger
probability of being gravitationally bound by the ambient
gas.

2. The G-virial map can be used to derive mass-radius and
velocity dispersion-radius relations. The G-virial-derived
relations are good reconstructions of the structures of the
models when the models are symmetric, and can also pro-
vide good representations of the structures if the models are
irregular.

Several caveats need to be noted. First, the G-virial is a
relative measure of the gravitational boundedness. A larger
G-virialmeans a larger change of being gravitationally bound.
The absolute values of the G-virial cannot be directly used to
tell if a region is gravitationally bound or not. The absolute val-
ues of the G-virial are dependent on c0. Therefore, in order for
the values of G-virial from several maps to be comparable, a
unique value of c0 needs to be chosen in advance. This value
should be comparable to the sound speed of the medium, and
in this work we have chosen it to be c0 = 1 km s−1. We also
note that the G-virial is reconstructed from the PPV space
where the projection effect tends to smear out structures; it is
more suitable for the study of the gravitational boundedness of
the structures larger than the individual gas condensations.

Second, the G-virial method can be used to derive the
mass-radius and velocity dispersion-radius relations for molecu-
lar condensations. However, the results need to be properly inter-
preted. If the structures of the gas condensations are regular and
are close to being spherically symmetric, the G-virial-derived
mass-radius and velocity dispersion-radius relations should be
good reconstructions of the real 3D structure. If the structure of
the gas condensations are irregular, the G-virial can be used
to derive these relations. However, in this case, the G-virial-
derived relations should be viewed as representations of the

7 To make the G-virial-derived relations overlap with the model val-
ues, we scaled the estimated radius by a factor of 1.4 and the estimated
velocity dispersion by a factor of 1.45. This adjustment is made in or-
der to make it easier to compare different curves. In practice, the radii
of the estimated regions are based on the tensor of second moments of
the position coordinates, and the radii do not necessarily coincide with
the radii defined in the model. A similar argument also applies to the
estimation of the velocity dispersion.
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Fig. 6. G-virial as a function of radii for models with different γρ
and γv.

compactness of the structures in the PPV space, and are not
necessarily related the compactness of the structures in the PPP
space.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that the G-virial
methods works in the PPV space, and like other methods, its
accuracy is limited by line-of-sight contamination. The method
relies on using the velocity difference to alleviate the line-of-
sight confusion. This requires different gas components to have
different velocities, which is satisfied in many cases. For a sin-
gle object, this requires the velocity separation to increase with
radius. Whereas this generally holds for individual molecular
clouds and clumps, it does not hold for some cores or disks
where the velocity decreases with radius (e.g., collapsing cores).

6. Applications to molecular clouds

In this section we present applications of our method to several
molecular clouds. Our method requires a map of the distribu-
tion of molecular gas in the 3D PPV space. Observationally, this
can be conveniently achieved using rotational transitions of the
CO molecule.
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In the simplest case, this can be achieved by observing the
13CO(1–0) transition alone. Assuming an excitation temperature
of 10 K, a 12CO abundance of X(12CO/H2) = 8 × 10−5, and
a 12CO to 13CO ratio of R(12CO/13CO) = 45, the column den-
sity can be estimated as (Simon et al. 2001; Roman-Duval et al.
2010)

N(H2) = 4.92 × 1020 × Tmb

K
× δv

km s−1
, (22)

where Tmb is measured in K and δv is the velocity resolution
of the data cube measured in km s−1. Changing the excitation
temperature to 20 or 30 K decreases the derived mass by 40%
and 92%, respectively (Simon et al. 2001). For an observed
13CO(1–0) data cube Tmb(x, y, v), the mass distribution m(x, y, v)
can be obtained as

m(x, y, v)
g

= 4.92 × 1020 × Tmb(x, y, v)
K

δv

km s−1

×mH2

g
×

(
δx

cm

)2

, (23)

where δx is the voxel size of the spatial dimension in cm and δv
is the channel width in km s−1. The values of m and ρ̃ in Eq. (6)
are related by m = ρ̃ dx dy dv.

We apply our G-virial method to the publicly available
data from the COMPLETE survey (Ridge et al. 2006). The ob-
servations have a spatial resolution of 46′′ and a velocity resolu-
tion of 0.067 km s−1, the mean RMS per channel is ∼0.33 K in
terms of T ∗A, and the beam efficiency is ∼0.5.

With a distance of 250 ± 50 pc and a total mass of 104 M�
(Enoch et al. 2006), the Perseus molecular cloud is among the
best-studied molecular clouds in the Milky Way. It is composed
of several distinct regions: B1, B3, NGC 1333, and IC 348. The
Ophiuchus molecular cloud has a distance of 125 pc and a mass
of 7 × 103 M� (de Geus et al. 1989) and contains clouds L1688
and L1689. In particular, L1688 and NGC 1333 are cluster-
bearing regions. IC 348 also hosts a star cluster; however, it
is generally considered older than the other regions in Perseus
(Gutermuth et al. 2009).

In this section, we provide a study of the structure of the
Perseus and Ophiuchus molecular clouds with our G-virial
method. We present maps of the G-virial, together with an
analysis of the structure of the regions in the clouds based on the
G-virialmethod.

6.1. Maps of the G-virial

In Fig. 7 we channel maps of the G-virial in the 3D PPV space.
Three-dimensional renderings of the maps are presented in
Appendix C. For both clouds, the 13CO(1–0) maps contain com-
plicated and filamentary structure, whereas the G-virial maps
are smooth and contain fewer structures. Interestingly, higher
values of G-virial are reached only at cluster-bearing regions
such as NGC 1333, IC 348, and L1688, and this highlights the
importance of gravity in such regions. Different regions are in-
dicated in Fig. 8.

6.2. Identification of regions

The G-virial offers a new way to divide the molecular cloud
into regions. Previously, this has been done either by visual in-
spection, or with contour-based algorithms such as clumpfind
(Williams et al. 1994). It is worth mentioning that other
region-finding algorithms are available, such as dendrogram
(Rosolowsky et al. 2008) and dochamp (Whiting 2012).

Many of the algorithms (e.g., clumpfind and dendrogram)
are contour-based, and they tend to assign voxels to regions
based on iso-column-density contours in the 2D case or on iso-
intensity contours in the case of a 3D PPV data cube. Molecular
clouds are characterized by a set of complicated hierarchical
structures, and a naive application of the clumpfind tends to
produce hundreds of clumps for one single molecular cloud. It
has also been pointed out recently that contour-based methods
suffer from superposition and confusion when the volume filling
factor of emitting material is large (Beaumont et al. 2013).

In our analysis we are interested in finding gravitation-
ally coherent regions. This can be achieved by applying the
dendrogram8 to the G-virialmap, which is a measurement of
the gravitational boundedness. Figure 8 shows the regions iden-
tified by applying the dendrogram algorithm to our G-virial
map. The identified regions correspond to the “leaves” of the
dendrogram. In the dendrogram calculations, the minimum
difference between different contours is set to 0.4, and the re-
gions correspond to the leaves of the dendrogram. Each identi-
fied region consists of a continuous list of voxels in the 3D PPV
space. In Fig. 8 the projected boundaries of the regions are
plotted9.

Compared to clumpfind, a combination of the G-virial
method and the Dendrogram method tends to identify regions
that are coherent while the clumpfind tends to break up those
regions. The reason is that our G-virial maps are much
smoother than the original map10. Since the G-virialmaps are
much smoother, the results obtained with the G-virial maps
are much less sensitive to the technical parameters (e.g., the
minimum separation of the contours) used in the computations
compared to the case with the intensity maps. Therefore, the
G-virial offers a more robust definition of regions. With
G-virial we can study the structure of molecular gas in
terms of these gravitationally coherent regions. In the 2D case,
our method is similar to the gridcore code which is based
on 2D projected gravitational potential (Gong & Ostriker 2011).

6.3. Internal structure of the regions

In this section we study the internal structure of the molecular
gas in the individual regions. Previously, the structure of molec-
ular gas was studied in terms of the clumps, and quantified using
parameters that are evaluated for the whole clumps. While these
methods do provide constraints on the role of gravity inside the
regions, the role of gravity on scales larger than the individual
gas condensations is neglected. The spatial structure of molec-
ular gas larger than the clump scale can be quantified using the
dendrogram algorithm. However, the dendrogram method is
contour-based, and only the connection between the adjacent re-
gions in the tree diagram are preserved. This makes it difficult to
use dendrogram to quantify the structure of molecular gas on
the large scale.

Here we provide an analysis of the structure of the individ-
ual regions with the G-virial method. As we have shown in
Sect. 5.3, the intrinsic mass-radius and velocity-radius relations
in the model can be reconstructed with our G-virial method

8 Avaliable at https://dendrograms.readthedocs.org/en/
latest/
9 All the regions were originally defined in 3D.
10 This is similar to the case of Smith et al. (2009) where they identified
structures form a simulation in the 3D position-position-position space
based on gravitational potential.
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Fig. 7. Channel maps of the 13CO(1–0) emission and the corresponding G-virial. The upper panel shows the results from the Perseus molecular
cloud and the lower panel shows the results from the Ophiuchus molecular cloud. Grayscale images stand for 13CO(1–0) emission and the red
contours represents the G-virial. Contour levels start from 1.2 in steps of 0.8.

to a good accuracy if the velocity dispersion increases with the
size.

In Fig. 9 we plot the dependence of velocity v0 and velocity
dispersion σv on the radii of the regions. The inner parts of the
regions are clearly at the center of the outer part of the regions in
velocity space. This means the central part of the regions remains
quiescent with respect to the outer parts, and this is consistent
with the findings by Kirk et al. (2010), Walsh et al. (2004) and
André et al. (2007).

We assess the importance of gravity in these regions with the
G-virialmethod. In our method, a larger G-virial is related
to a larger importance of gravity, and as a result the importance

of gravity at a given region can be quantified by measuring the
amount of gas at different thresholds of the G-virial parameter.
In Fig. 10, we plot the dependence of gas mass on the G-virial
threshold for different regions, and in Fig. 11 we plot the depen-
dence of the G-virial on the radius. For all the regions, the
G-virial increases towards the centers. For cluster-bearing re-
gions such as NGC 1333 in Perseus and L1688 in Ophiuchus,
much higher G-virial values have been reached at their cen-
ters. This implies that gravity is more important for the clustered
mode of star formation.

With our method it is straightforward to derive relations such
as the mass-radius and velocity-size relation. Recently, there has
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Fig. 8. Regions identified by applying the dendrogram algorithm to
our G-virial map. The results from the Perseus molecular cloud (up-
per panel) and Ophiuchus molecular cloud (lower panel) are presented.
The grayscale images correspond to the velocity-integrated 13CO(1–0)
emission and the contours correspond to the projected boundaries of
the identified regions. These regions correspond to the “leaves” of the
dendrogram. The conventional names of the regions are labeled.

Fig. 9. Dependence of velocity and velocity dispersion as a function
of radius. Here the solid lines represent the velocities of the regions,
and the bars represent the velocity dispersions of the regions at given
radii. The vertical extent of the errorbars are the 3D velocity disper-
sion σ3D

v =
√

3 σv.

been growing interest in quantifying cloud structure in terms
of various mass-size relations (e.g., Kauffmann et al. 2010a,b).
In Fig. 12 we plot the mass-size relation obtained using our
G-virial method (see Sect. 5). Our mass-size relation is dif-
ferent from that of Kauffmann et al. (2010b) since we use the
G-virial contours to define our regions, and mass is evalu-
ated within a given region where the G-virial is larger than
the threshold. In Kauffmann et al. (2010b) the mass in evalu-
ated within a region where the column density is larger than a
given threshold. In our case, along one single line of sight, only
the gas that stays within a given surface of a constant value of

Fig. 10. Amount of molecular gas enclosed in regions with different
thresholds of the G-virial. The x-axis is the threshold of G-virial
which we take to define the region, and the y-axis is the amount of gas
that is enclosed in the region.

Fig. 11. G-virial as a function of radius for different regions.

the G-virial is taken into account while in Kauffmann et al.
(2010b) all the mass along the line of sight is taken into account.
Similar to Kauffmann et al. (2010b), we also found that cluster-
bearing regions such as L1688 and NGC 1333 are more massive
in terms of molecular gas than the regions devoid of clusters at a
give radius. In Fig. 12 we also plot the scaling relations proposed
in Larson (1981, m(r) = 460 M�(r/pc)1.9), and Kauffmann et al.
(2010b, m(r) = 400 M�(r/pc)1.7) , and found that both provide
approximate descriptions of the structure of the regions.

Molecular clouds are believed to be turbulence-dominated,
and this is mainly inferred from the fact that the clouds obey
the velocity-linewidth relation (Larson 1981). In Fig. 13 we plot
the 3D velocity dispersion of our regions as a function of radius.
Here the 3D velocity dispersion is

√
3 times the velocity dis-

persion evaluated in Eq. (20). The scaling relation from Larson
(1981) is also plotted (L/pc ∼ 1.01 × (σv/km s−1)0.38). In our
case, the velocity-linewidth relation is evaluated for centrally
condensed objects, and a smaller physical scale is related to the
inner part of a gas condensation, whereas in Larson (1981) a
smaller physical scale is related to a smaller size of a subregion
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Fig. 12. Enclosed mass as a function of radius for different regions. The
scaling relation from Larson (1981) and Kauffmann et al. (2010b) are
added. For all the curves, the G-virial decreases with increasing radii.

Fig. 13. 3D velocity dispersion as a function of radius for different
regions. The velocity-linewidth relation from Larson (1981) is also
plotted.

in a cloud11. For our centrally condensed objects, the scaling
relation from Larson (1981) seems to be valid. We also note that
cluster-bearing regions such as NGC 1333 and L1688 have much
larger velocity dispersions at large radii.

Heyer et al. (2009) found a dependence of the scaling coef-
ficient σv/r1/2 of Larson’s relation on the column density, and
attributed this to the fact that the clouds are in self-gravitational
equilibrium. We plot σv/r1/2 as a function of column density
Σ ≡ M/πr2, where M is the mass and r is the radius of our
regions (Fig. 14). Since we decompose one region into a set of
nested subregions based on the G-virial, one single region will
appear as a curve in Fig. 14. All our regions are quite close to
being gravitationally bound, and the scatter around the y-axis
is much smaller than what is found for Milky Way molecular
clouds as studied in Heyer et al. (2009). This difference arises
mainly from the fact that the G-virialmethod tends to identify
regions that are gravitationally coherent.

11 The physical scale here can have different meanings (see Lazarian &
Pogosyan 2004; Heyer & Brunt 2004; Roman-Duval et al. 2011).

Fig. 14. σv/r1/2 as a function of column density σ for the regions.
In order to be consistent with Heyer et al. (2009), σv is the 1D ve-
locity dispersion as defined in Eq. (20) and Σ ≡ M/πr2 where M is
the mass r is the radius. The solid straight line shows the boundary
below which the structures are gravitationally bound. It is defined as
σv/r1/2 = (πG/5)1/2Σ1/2. The gray crosses come from the catalogue of
giant molecular clouds studied in Roman-Duval et al. (2010).

7. Conclusion

7.1. Results and perspectives

In this paper we proposed a general method (G-virial) for
studying the structure molecular clouds. Different from the
previous methods which decompose molecular clouds based on
contours in the 2D plane or 3D PPV data cubes, in this method
a map is generated by taking all the gravitational interactions
between all the voxels in the 3D data cubes into account.

The generated 3D G-virialmaps have a dimensionless unit
that is the same as that of the virial parameter, and a larger
G-virial is related to a larger chance of being gravitation-
ally bound. Therefore, the method provides a global picture of
gravity in the PPV space. Using a hydrodynamical simulation
model and a simple spherical-symmetric model, we demonstrate
the connection between G-virial calculated in the observed
PPV data cube and the G-virial calculated from the model.
We found that the two are positively related. A larger G-virial
is therefore linked to a larger chance of being gravitationally
bound. Different from the virial parameter which quantifies self-
gravity, the G-virial quantifies the effect of global gravity on
the gas where all the interactions between all the particles in the
3D data cubes have been taken into account.

A map of this kind enables us to to identify regions in
molecular clouds in terms of gravitationally coherent regions.
Compared with previous ways of defining regions based on
emission, the regions identified from the G-virial maps more
coherent and are less dependent on the technical parameters.
Another advantage of such a definition is that the regions identi-
fied are coherent under gravity and are likely to collapse on their
own.

We also demonstrated how to use the G-virial maps to
quantify the structures of the identified gas condensations in
terms of mass-radius and velocity dispersion-radius relations.
We found that both the mass-radius relation and the velocity-
dispersion relation of the model can be reconstructed with the
help of the G-virial with a good fidelity when the model is
symmetric. If the model is not symmetric, the G-virial map
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can used to quantify the structures of the gas condensations, and
it allows us to compare different structures.

As examples, we analyzed the 13CO(1–0) emission from
the Perseus and Ophiuchus molecular clouds, and found that
both can be decomposed into several regions which are gravita-
tionally coherent (Fig. 8). Moreover, the cluster-bearing regions
show higher values of G-virial at the centers which implies
that gravity plays a more prominent role in these parts (Fig. 11).
We carried out an analysis of a total of five regions identified in
the Perseus and Ophiuchus molecular cloud, and derived mass-
size relations and velocity dispersion-size relations for the re-
gions. We also found that cluster-bearing regions are more mas-
sive at a given radius than those which do not bear a cluster
(Fig. 12), and the cluster-bearing regions have a higher veloc-
ity dispersion at the outer parts (Fig. 13).

The method is general and can be applied to a variety of
objects observed in 3D PPV space where gravity is supposed
to play a role, and from the observations the method offers
ways to quantify and compare these structures. We leave these
possibilities for further explorations.

The importance of gravity in molecular clouds remains un-
clear. The effect of gravity as compared to kinetic motion is usu-
ally quantified using the virial parameter. The major uncertainty
of the virial parameter comes from the definition of boundaries
the regions. With the G-virial method, we can eliminate this
uncertainty by focusing on the regions that are gravitationally
coherent. As shown in Fig. 14, the G-virial-defined regions are
much closer to being gravitationally bound than the giant molec-
ular clouds studied in Heyer et al. (2009). A study of a larger
sample of molecular clouds can potentially tell if gravity is im-
portant throughout the Milky Way molecular clouds, and we
leave this for a further study.

7.2. Caveats

Like all the other methods that quantify the ISM structures, our
method is influenced by the line-of-sight confusion. One advan-
tage of our method is that the line-of-sight confusion can be
reduced by taking the velocity information into account. For a
single object, if the velocity dispersion increases with radius,
the G-virial method can take this into account and reduce the
line-of-sight confusion effect. If different objects have different
velocities, they will be separated easily. If different objects with
comparable mass velocity are found on the same line of sight,
the G-virialmethod becomes inaccurate.

The G-virial is a relative measure of the gravitational
boundedness. As a result, it is not possible to tell whether a re-
gion is gravitationally bound based on the G-virial. However,
a larger G-virial value means a region is more likely to be
gravitationally bound. It is also possible to derive the virial pa-
rameter afterwards based on the iso-G-virial contours.
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Fig. A.1. The difficulty of finding a proper center of mass. We consider
three clumps p1, p2, p3 moving at velocities v1, v2, v3. If we are inter-
ested in whether i is gravitationally bound, since the majority of attrac-
tion comes from p1, physically the center of mass should be the center
of mass of p1 instead of the center of mass of the three clumps p1, p2,
p3, since p2 and p3 do not contribute much gravitational attraction to i
compared to p1. Therefore to estimate the gravitational boundedness, a
naive calculation of the center of mass where all the mass in the whole
cloud is included is not appropriate. In the case of a complicated distri-
bution of gas, finding the center of mass is not straightforward.

Appendix A: Relation between G-virial
and the virial parameter

The relative importance between gravitational and kinetic en-
ergy is usually characterized with the virial parameter, which
is introduced in Bertoldi & McKee (1992). To evaluate the virial
parameter, it is necessary to define a structure on which the virial
parameter is calculated.

One difference between G-virial and the virial parameter
is that to evaluate the G-virial no such boundary is needed.
Therefore the G-virial can be viewed as a generalization of
the virial parameter to a continuous distribution of mass.

To illustrate the physical meaning of the G-virial, we de-
fine a quantity called particle virial, p-virial, which is the ratio
between the gravitational energy of a particle to its kinetic en-
ergy αp−virial = Ep/2Ek. The potential energy Ep is determined
by m × φ where m is the mass of the particle and φ is the grav-
itation potential, and Ek is determined as 1/2 × m (v − vc)2. To
define the kinetic energy, the velocity of the center of mass vc
is needed. Therefore p-virial is only suitable in the cases where
a center of mass can be easily found. In the case of a molecu-
lar cloud, this is not straightforward because inside a molecular
cloud the condensations can move at different velocities. The
velocity of the center of mass depends on which clumps are in-
cluded in the calculation, which is not unique. This difficulty is
illustrated in Fig. A.1.

One major advantage of the G-virial over the p-virial is
that no center of mass is needed. The G-virial is the sum of
the gravitational boundedness, and to evaluate it we do not need
to introduce the center of mass. Therefore, the G-virial can
provide estimates of the importance of gravity when the geome-
try of the object is complicated and the center of mass is not well
defined.

Fig. B.1. Comparison of G-virial map of the Ophiuchus molecular
cloud under different c0. The horizontal axis is the G-virial calculated
assuming c0 = 1 km s−1 and the vertical axis is the G-virial calculated
assuming c0 = 2 km s−1. The grayscale image stands for the number of
voxels that fall into each bin.

Appendix B: Dependence on of G-virial
the smoothing velocity c0

The only free parameter in our method is the smoothing veloc-
ity c0 in Eq. (6). We added this parameter to avoid the divergence
of Eq. (6) when the separation of velocity is zero.

Physically, if the velocity separation is zero, and if two gas
particles spatially coincide with each other, the gravitational in-
teraction will cause them to collide. However, the velocity sepa-
ration cannot be zero since the gas also has velocity dispersions
that have either thermal or non-thermal origin (Larson 1981). A
physically lower limit of c0 should be the sound speed.

In reality, this is also affected by the superposition along the
line of sight, since different gases that are physically unassoci-
ated can stay along the same line of sight and therefore appear to
be gravitationally bound. Therefore, it is difficult to find a unique
value of c0 based on first principles. In our case, we choose c0
to be 1 km s−1, which is larger than and still comparable to the
sound speed.

Here we investigate how our results can be affected by
the parameter c0. First, we made a G-virial map by assum-
ing c0 = 1 km s−1 and then we made another map by as-
suming c0 = 2 km s−1. Finally, we made a voxel-by-voxel
comparison of the maps (Fig. B.1). We found the major ef-
fect of changing c0 on the absolute values of G-virial: if we
change c0 to 2 km s−1 the G-virial decreases by a factor of ∼2.
However, there is good correspondence between the old and new
G-virial values. Therefore, changing c0 affects the absolute
values of the G-virial; however, the relative values are un-
affected. Therefore, all our figures should be unaffected by a
change of c0 and the G-virial axes of Figs. 10 and 11 will
change accordingly.

In the case where the G-virial is applied to different data
cubes, in order for the results to be comparable, a unique choice
of c0 is necessary.
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Appendix C: 3D renderings of G-virial
of the Perseus and Ophiuchus molecular clouds

Fig. C.1. Volume rending representations of the 13CO(1–0) emission
and the corresponding G-virial map. The upper panel shows the re-
sult from the Perseus molecular cloud and the lower panel shows the
result from the Ophiuchus molecular cloud. Blue stands for 13CO(1–
0) emission and red and orange stand for G-virial. Both clouds are
projected along the velocity direction. For the Perseus molecular cloud,
the iso-surfaces of 13CO(1–0) emission start from 0.3 K and increase in
steps of 0.64 K. The contours of the G-virial starts from 1.2 and in-
crease in steps of 0.8. For the Ophiuchus molecular cloud, the contours
of 13CO(1–0) emission start from 0.3 K and increase in steps of 1.24 K.
The contours of the G-virial starts from 1.2 and increase in steps
of 0.8.

In order to provide intuitive representations of our G-virial
maps, we present volume renderings of the 3D PPV data cubes
with yt (Turk et al. 2011)12 in Fig. 7. A movie can be found in
the electronic edition of the journal.

Appendix D: Comparison with other methods

The previous methods to quantify the structure of molecular con-
densations such as Clumpfind and Dendrogram focus on the
structure traced by the intensity map. The Clumpfind method
tends to produces isolated structures. The Dendrogram pro-
duces hierarchical representations of the nested isosurfaces in
3D molecular line data cubes, and offers multi-scale decomposi-
tions. It can be applied to a much larger variety of situations.
Both methods work in 2D (position-position) and 3D (PPV)
space and both methods decompose the data to some extent.

The G-virial method presented in this paper is also based
on a map of intensity in 3D PPV space. However, its output is
neither a list of structures (as in the case of the Clumpfind) nor
a tree representation of a hierarchy of structures (as in the gas of
the Dendrogram). Instead, it produces a map of the importance
of gravity in the 3D PPV. The output is also a map 3D PPV space.
The G-virial map itself does not provide a decomposition of
the data. To decompose the cloud into regions and to analyze
their properties, other methods are needed.

In this work, we use the Dendrogram to identify gravita-
tionally coherent regions from the G-virial map, and use the
iso-G-virial contours to quantify the properties of the regions
in the M-r and σv-r plane. The G-virial method is not a re-
placement of the other methods, but it provides a new map on
which those methods could be applied.

12 Available at http://yt-project.org/
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